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A Word from the Editors [Past and Present]
1969

It is with reserved feelings that the editorial board of Calvin's new journal accepted the name Dialogue. It is
not with the simple idea of conversation between two persons on an issue that we struggled; dialogue in this
basic sense describes well the unique feature of this publication--and dialogue in this limited sense is much
of what Dialogue will be composed of. Rather it is with the misconception of dialogue and its mystic
possibilities and the subsequent disenchantments with dialogue and possibly Dialogue, that we will have to
struggle. [John DeVries]

1977

Communication, the driving force behind the magazine, involves individuals who may have little in common
and who may even disagree on what the word means. However, differences create a tension which can work
as a healthy catalyst. Our job as staff is not to cater to all the differences ... Our task, instead, is to encourage
the members of the Calvin community to reach, to explore new ideas and forms, and to understand a sense
of quality. Our task is is to encourage creativity and channel it towards excellence. [Deb Ellens]

1980

This year, Dialogue commits itself anew to being a publication of the students, by the students and for the
students. This year, when we say that, we mean that Dialogue ought not to hand over most of each issue to
a certain very limited segment of Calvin's population. Instead, every issue of Dialogue should contain some
features that can be worthwhile and enjoyable to almost every student. Dialogue, we believe, ought to be a
part of the Christian liberal education that Calvin is supposed to offer. [Paul Baker]

1984

Well, it seems to have taken awhile, but here it is. The appearing of the first issue is a frightening
phenomenon. The chief fright is to see it in your hands, being read or tossed around or trampled on the
sidewalks. We hope to have accomplished or, rather, to have begun to accomplish, two changes in Dialogue.
First, we hope to upgrade its appearance and content with the goal of making it to be taken more seriously
and so to provide a greater service. Second, we hope to make Dialogue more accessible. The name
11
Dialogue 11 should not merely be a name, it should be a function. Dialogue is to be a magazine of the arts
and of comment contributed by and of interest to the Calvin community. [Rob Schreur]

1996

Real listening is active, although the act feels passive. The imagined listener sits without talking, without
moving. But the mind of the listener grasps the ideas, tears into them, and seeks their roots. Energy fills the
listener. The engagement excites the mind and builds relationships. This type of listening fleshes out ideas,
challenges the status quo, and creates more dialogue. [Sarah C. Vos]

2002

Last Friday night we attended a lecture by Dave Hickey, a critic of art and culture from Las Vegas, Nevada. In
his speech, Hickey commented that, in relation to culture, "Art is a wild card ... it does what needs to be done."
To those who view painting, composing, writing, and all other forms of art-making as the work of creative,
inspired minds, the statement seems brash and cold, but Hickey emphasizes an important point--the
practicality and groundedness of art. Despite any movement, trend, or theory, all forms of art are either an
embrace or rejection of the artist's experiences and surroundings, an embrace or rejection of theirworld.
Never has art been separated from life. Never has art failed to provide a response or reaction to
contemporary culture. As the editors of Dialogue 2002-2003, we encourage the Calvin community to use
Dialogue as a forum for confronting, discussing, and questioning issues and events that shape Calvin and
the contemporary world through the visual and literary arts. What we hope to accomplish this year is not
revolutionary--Dialogue began as a medium for discourse between faculty and students, and we seek to
return to that tradition. Over the past 30 years, Dialogue has taken a number of different forms (receiving
criticism for some); however, a common theme is of thoughtful and honest communication about individual
lives and the world at large. Journals of this size and budget are rare at other private colleges--take
advantage of this space. Carve out a niche for your experiences, your thoughts, your hopes, and your
knowledge. Whether as contributors or readers, engage the work in Dialogue as the formation and reflection
of our collective culture. [Meagan Luhrs and Ryan Thompson]
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September, Indiana
Noah Borgondy

It is September eighteenth, a Tuesday. It is my birthday, and I am getting old. Old enough to be retired, but
I'm not. I still work at Dekalb. Some of the other guys took an early retirement deal. I wanted to at the time, but
now I'm glad that Denise talked me out of it. We needed the money then, and now it gives me something to do.
I am old enough to be a widower. That means that I live alone, that Denise died over a year ago.
It is late afternoon now. The sun out my kitchen window glows golden on the cornfields. They lie flat to the
south of our house, before a line of trees.
I will call Todd in a bit, when I am done eating, and he will come over. But I won't tell him it's my birthday.
We will watch some ESPN, if he wants, or we will sit around the table, and have a drink and talk a bit. We will
talk about work maybe, or the weather, or the corn. Or about baseball. The Yankees or the Braves always win it.
I have heard of husbands and wives who have died of broken hearts. When I was little they told me that's
how my Grandma died. They said that after Grandpa died Grandma just couldn't take it, and she passed on
less than a year later. A broken heart.
I live in our house, in Indiana, and I sleep in the guest room. It has been a year and sometimes I think all I
am doing is waiting for my broken heart to take over. But it never does.
I go bowling with my friends some Saturday nights, with Jerry and Ross and Todd, and sometimes I go into
town and have dinner with them. When we are done I just sit, just looking at the emptied glasses and the
crumpled napkins, while my friends are all talking. We are sitting after our meal, and I don't know what to think.
When Todd comes over it is late evening. We watch some TV. Sometimes Todd likes to come over and
watch Nascar on the weekends. When Denise died I said to Todd, "You make yourself at home in our house.
Whatever you need," I said. He was over right after the funeral, he and Sheryl. Sheryl told me how sorry she
was, and Todd looked at me and nodded. The three of us sat around the kitchen table, drinking coffee, though it
was late. I didn't know what else to make them. We don't talk about it too much anymore.
I called Todd though, soon after that, and asked him to come visit. At the door I told him, "There's food in
the fridge, feel free to watch TV." And he does. I think maybe he feels bad for me. We never knew each other
that well, but our wives were friends, and we'd do things together sometimes.
Tonight Todd and I talk about the baseball on TV. It's almost the post-season.
In my basement there is a pool table with a dusty plastic covering on it, and a dartboard on the wall, and
this big screen TV. We mostly just watch the TV.
I remember once, maybe two years back, Sheryl and Todd came over and we all talked and played pool.
They brought some beer, and Denise had cooked us dinner. In bed that night Denise told me this plan of hers,
to get up early in the morning and go over to Sheryl and Todd's house. They live in this double-wide on the hill
east of town. Denise said she bet we could watch the sunrise from there, so we'd go and wake them up and all
watch it. Maybe it was the alcohol talking, but she did it. She dragged me out to the car with a thermos of coffee
and we drove up there.
She woke the two of them up and we sat on their front steps, drinking coffee. We didn't see much of the
sunrise, because it was cloudy, but it was still pretty nice. Sheryl invited us in and we had breakfast. I remember
it because it was different. I remember how Todd and Sheryl looked coming out to the steps. I remember eating,
feeling bad about intruding on them, but warm too, and kind of good. I remember one of Todd's dogs being
under the table. The black one, nuzzling under my hand, looking for scraps.
It's something I wouldn't have done, waking them up and all, I don't like to intrude. But it's how Denise was
sometimes.
Todd has gone home now. I sit at my kitchen table with my drink. It is a Friday night, my birthday. I turn the
light off and stand by the window. I look out at the moon and the cornfields.
I think of broken hearts. Then I think of that dog, because this feeling comes to me, like that dog nuzzling
his nose under my hand. It feels like fall is coming. My body feels tired, like it is telling me that things maybe will
go on, and on, for a long time still, but that it's ok for now just to stand here.
I think that I will set my alarm early. I will drive to Todd's house in the dark and I will sit on his steps until the
sun rises. If he and Sheryl wake up I will tell them that it's my birthday, and that I want to take them to breakfast.
And then we will drive into town, and we will go to a restaurant and sit by the window. We will order food and
coffee, and I will pick up the check when it comes. I will say to them, "This is on me."
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Id Sum
Matthew Hall

What abomination this,
that stands before your eyes?
In mockish human form composed,
a most grotesque disguise.
Hollow, sunken eyes of gray
were once a vibrant blue,
a back is bent and broken now
that once stood straight and true.

Overexposure
Nate Carpenter

I remember when our ghosts were
first captured,
slowly appearing beneath the plastic of the old Polaroid's pictures
and how soon after
each capture only began to catch parts of our ghosts
as the camera died.
In the end we were nothing but a big light at the end of a tunnel.
Years later we didn't watch our ghosts show up any more
(Polaroid wasn't worth it)
and now somebody at the pharmacy gets to watch our photographic mistakes
as they develop fireballs in Memphis
UFOs in Mexico
red hot demon eyes in the faces of all sorts of children
and God's fuzzy finger pushing faces from the scene.
But we didn't do too badly;
at least the important things were in focus
and rarely did we open the camera
to completely erase our spirits.
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Footnote on Platonism
Adam Petty

Diaphanous, like a gaseous nebulae,
And as distant, Plato's sphere contains
The perfected essences of every form
Whose smoky reflection on the earth remains.
What of absence, emptiness? Where is that felt
In the brightening mist, and what attention
Might detect its form or its formless presence,
The emblem of its perfect invention?
No clairvoyance perceives this vacuity,
Nor is its presence divined by senses
Turned to the heavens. The lonely memory
Summons and imposes the resemblance
To things absent onto the reflections
Still present. The realm of emptiness is seen
Along the sidewalk, absences are felt
In places where they are or should have been.
And sometimes that realm founds an embassy
Upon our soil. Visitors seeking word
Of specified souls find anonymity,
The only messages, whispers overheard.
Some will depart, and those that keep vigil,
Their eyes will not search for the upper spheres.
To reach perfection ambition is spent,
But to the emptiness are offered prayers.

untitled
b. h.

the truth was heard over lemon meringue pie
that reality which knots the throat and stirs the mind
oh that i could grab for days past
that i might make better choices
say more i love you 1s and open more doors
regret that holds my eyes open at night
to consider the hued leaves falling silently past my window
and follow the goldfish that swims alone in his bowl.
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Heart Trouble
William J. Vande Kopple

Right across from our house on the street where I grew up lived a Hulk-like man all the neighborhood kids secretly called Sidley
(his real name was Sidney). I never got to know him very well, but I will always remember at least one thing about him.
Every spring he drove with his dad and brothers up around Lake Superior to Wawa and then flew to an outpost cabin to fish
for northern pike. When he got back from one of these trips and spotted my Dad shooting baskets with my two younger brothers
and me, he would walk across the street to tell his tales.
"You wouldn't believe it," he'd say. "We'd row out from shore only about a hundred yards, cast some Rapalas toward the reeds,
and suddenly it was thunder and lightning. We'd land a lot of those pike, but some of the real monsters would tear off parts of our
lures, swirl defiantly on the surface, and then swim away in scorn."
Occasionally he'd bring along a peck basket, lift out damaged lures, and give us the details of what he called each one's
"mangle-ation ."
His stories both fascinated and frightened me. I would love, I thought, fighting a giant pike, but I would also be afraid, I worried,
of handling such a fish near or in the boat. Some of those pike, Sidley said, could bite off a man's hand.
My Dad, though, seemed utterly fascinated by Sidley's tales. He would listen intently and ask all kinds of questions-about
how long it took to fly to their cabin, how high above the trees the plane flew, and what they would do if someone did something
stupid or clumsy, like chopping off a toe when splitting firewood. "A trip like that would be incredible, just incredible, wouldn't it,
boys?" he would say.
But he never took us to Canada to fish. He usually took us camping at Holland State Park. There he, my brothers, and I
would wake up early to claim a prime spot on the breakwater, where we would often catch enough perch for a lunch. The perch
were fun to catch, manically twisting bodies of yellow and orange, but as we unhooked them and tossed them into our bucket,
occasionally Dad would say something like "They're not huge, but they taste great-since you're getting to be such good
fishermen, someday before you're all out of the house we should book one of those fly-ins for pike."
But he must not have figured how fast we would grow up and leave home, since while we were all at home we never drove
north of the Soo and took off in a floatplane.
So during my first year of teaching, near Chicago, I decided that there could be no better surprise gift for my Dad and brothers
than if I were to arrange for a fly-in trip for all of us. When the All-Canada show came to Chicago, I checked out dozens of booths
until I found an outfitter that for a reasonable price would fly us to a wilderness lake about an hour north of Wawa.
I waited a week until I stopped back home during my spring break to surprise my brothers and Dad with the news. When they
heard, my brothers went wild, prancing around the house calling each other names like Pierre and Jean-Jacques because they
suddenly saw themselves as voyageurs. With all this commotion, it took me a while to notice that Dad hadn't said anything and
was looking wistfully out into the backyard.
"Dad," I asked, "what's up? Is that week a bad time?"
"No, not especially; it's great all the planning you've done, and you guys should go, you really should, but I can't see how I
could ever go."
I had to swallow before I spoke: "You can't? Why not? We've been talking about this kind of trip since all of us boys were too
small to row a boat straight."
"Yeah, I know, but I can't, I just can't. These days there's no way I can see myself spending time so far away from a hospital. I
don't want to start having chest pains and then have to worry about getting a plane to come pick me up. And did you ever think
what it would be like to haul a corpse out of the wilds? You guys just go without me."
But without our Dad, what had looked like the adventure of a lifetime seemed more scary than exciting. We boys decided to
plan a fishing trip closer to home. And Dad insisted that he pay me the percentage of the down payment I would forfeit.
Not quite a year before I had done this planning, Dad had had a heart attack. At the time he was only forty-seven years old.
For weeks before his attack, I had heard him complaining to my Mom that it was impossible to meet the deadlines at work,
and he had started to go in to the tool and die shop on Saturdays, when no one else was ever around, to try to catch up. But on
that one Saturday in September, he woke up, he said, with a little tightness in his left arm. Studying a blueprint at work, he was
startled when drops of sweat fell from his forehead and started to wash out markings on the paper. Then suddenly he was
nauseated, so suddenly that he had to drop to his knees and use his own wastepaper basket to vomit into. Soon he started to
feel, he said, "as if an elephant were standing on my chest." This pressure became so intense that he barely managed to crawl
over to his desk and call my Mom for help. Later, he couldn't remember a word that either of them had said.
When I got home from work later that day and was packing for some volleyball at the beach, Barb, my little sister, came
downstairs and announced that Dad was in the hospital after having "a little heart attack."
My very first reaction was pure annoyance-why now, right on the day that my friends and I had been looking forward to all
week? My next reaction was disbelief-guys forty-seven years old don't have heart attacks, guys forty-seven years old still play
basketball with their kids. And what did she mean by a "little heart attack," anyway?
If it was so little, why, when I saw him in the intensive-care unit, did he have more tubes than I could keep track of dangling
from various machines and snaking into his nose, his arm, and under the sheets to places I couldn't see? As I tried to figure out
what all the flashing numbers and wavy lines on the machines meant, I started to see thin little stars flashing before my eyes.
Then their arms grew longer and thicker until the stars melded into one another and my field of vision was whited out.
"I need to sit down, I think."
And then my Dad, as from afar: "Get that kid out of here. He's going to fall and smash about a million dollars worth of
equipment."

dialogue 1O

A nurse helped me to a chair, coached me into steadier breathing, and after a few minutes, the whiteness went away.
After Dad came home from the hospital, his lifestyle changed dramatically. He wasn't supposed to have much salt in his diet,
so suddenly if we kids wanted salt on potatoes or beans, we had to add it ourselves. Lots of things that he used to eat he
avoided-he'd carefully cut the fat ("suet," my Grandma Reka called it) off beef roasts and didn't dare eat bratwurst or real ice
cream.
The doctors told him he'd better start a program of walking. He began with little circuits in our house-kitchen to living room
to front hallway to kitchen, repeat, repeat, repeat. Then he started going up and down our block a couple of times. After a while,
he'd walk to Mel's barbershop, a half-mile away, and back.
"Yup, the doctors tell me there's some damage to the heart, but if I exercise and watch what I eat, I should get a few more
beats out of her. That attack might even have been a blessing in disguise, a little wake-up call." Some of his friends had had heart
attacks in the recent past too, but by the time somebody got to them, they were gone.
I was always somewhat uneasy with his talk about a blessing in disguise because he never fully succeeded in hiding from me
several signs that he was worried about his heart. I got to the point that I could almost sense when he was going to fish a plastic
pillbox out of his pocket and slide a couple of tiny white pills into the corner of his mouth, usually while pretending to clear his
throat. And yet much of the time I found ways not to dwell on these signs.
But when he came right out and said that he didn't dare go fishing in Canada, many of the fears that I had been trying to
dismiss hit me with clarity and force. And as I drove back to Chicago after that day of scary revelation, I realized that in the future I
would never hear the phone ringing in the same way again.
I also debated whether it was necessary for fear to be handed down with so little loss from one generation to another. Since I
was fighting for hope, I resolved that if I were ever to have children, I would do everything I could to make sure they would never
have to worry about my health. Since I assumed they would like to fish, I also made a pledge to myself to take them fishing in
Canada.
*****
By the time I met Wanda, I was running five or six times a week. By the time we had our first son, I was competing in halfmarathons. By the time our third son was born, I had taught myself how to cross-country ski and could easily ski fifteen to twenty
miles.
But as I moved into my forties, I started to feel pinpricks of apprehension about physical exams because each time I went to
the doctor, he found something new not quite right with me. First it was my blood pressure. The numbers were not terrible, he told
me, but they were probably high enough for me to see how my body would react to some blood-pressure medication. No sense
inviting a stroke. "You teach linguistics, right? You think you'd like losing your own language?" he asked.
Then it was my cholesterol. Even with all my exercise, I couldn't get the number for my good cholesterol high enough and that
for my bad cholesterol low enough. "One of these new statin drugs should help you," my doctor said.
"I think that's the stuff my Dad takes now," I said. "All right, I'll take those pills if I have to, and my wife can know, but I'm going
to hide them from the kids."
And so my sons saw me running and skiing and leaving to travel to various races around Michigan. As far as I could tell, I had
given them no reason whatsoever to be concerned about my health.
When they careened into adolescence, I remembered my pledge and visited an All-Canada show for the second time in my
life. With the exchange rate so favorable, I decided to try something even more extravagant than I had planned for my Dad and
brothers. My boys and I would drive to a lodge on an enormous lake, and each day we would fly out to a different location to fish.
We could fish for brook trout one day, walleye the next, lake trout the next, and pike the day after that. When I told the boys about
, our trip, their reaction was uncannily like my younger brothers' had been several years before. Only the names they gave
themselves were different.
So we made lists and packed equipment and bought lures that were as big as most of the fish we were used to catching.
Once we were on the road, the hours passed quickly since I was daydreaming so often and vividly about trophy fish.
After we had arrived and unpacked, Frankie, our guide, showed us a wall displaying a yellowed map in which were stuck
several colored pushpins. My eyes went first to the black pin stuck in a lake that looked like an upside-down oak leaf.
"That's the pin for Kaiser Richard," Frankie explained, "the biggest and meanest northern pike any of us guides knows about.
We'll save him for your last day, when you might be ready to mess with him."
Our first day's destination was marked by a red pin. We would put waders on before we boarded the plane, fly for half an hour
and land on a broad section of the English River, tie the plane up to the bank, and then walk upstream to fish several streams that
fed the English. "Brook trout," Frankie said, "big brook trout. Not those slivers you catch down in the States, but fat and sassy
cold-water trout. The prettiest glory of a fish in the universe, eh?"
The flight the next morning went amazingly quickly, mainly because we spotted moose in marshes every so often. After
Frankie nosed the plane into the bank, he told us to wait until he had tied us up to some clumps of alders. When he gave the
signal, I stepped out of the plane and started to work my way along the right float to the shore. After a few steps, I figured I could
hop from the float into what looked like a couple of feet of water near the shore. But we were parked over a steep drop off, and the
water was clearer than any water I had ever seen outside of a bottle. I ended up in water over my waders, and I sucked breath as
the chill went to my groin.
"Whoa, cowboy, you can't walk there!" Frankie shouted. "Water that cold can give the strongest guy a heart attack!"
I was so shocked and embarrassed that all I could do was sputter and try to get my breath back as I sloshed onto the bank.
But there was something in Frankie's tone that Jason, our twelve-year-old, apparently didn't like, and from the door of the plane he
shot back, pretty heavy on the sass: "A heart attack? Our Dad? No way! He's only forty-seven years old."
dialogue 11

MAN OF [((1+4)A2)-(3(2(4)))+1] MINDS
Ben Giudice

My hands, my fingers, they'll search for something to write with
And I'll probably ask myself why I'm not like my friends
Why I have to write and why I have to think that I'm the only one
And its somehow queer of me
... Kiss me, poetry
... Before you leave for good
... I'm an engineer and all
... since when should I like that crap
ta-ta to the written word
farewell to freedom of expression
it's always been so private anyway
so systematically constructed that art is swallowed in detail and precision
no room for emotion in this hip-hop anger we're stuck in
if I don't come back here, don't wait for me
It'll be just as well
... Sad that I miss you, pen
... Sad this is typed, I suppose
... and in ink, mind you
... here's some emotion for you
... in 2D space
can I touch it? Yeah, but I'll see the liquid crystal swirls remind me that it's stuck
can I forget it? Nope, but I'll try if it'll get me a raise
no respect, I tell you
Somewhere deep, that's where it'll hit me; that dams never depended on rhyme
Or a bridge on a good thesis
Or even some sort of superterrific reactor on dactylic hexameter
Yeah, spondee this, chemistry
Dactyl this, Maxwell's equations
Inspire in me a poem
And I'll follow you
Compose in this a new rhythm all your own, hyper flange scrapple
... sure there's conflict...should I say, sure there's art
in the way I live, as a fulcrum,
precariously balancing a world of numbers and a world of wordsthe status quo shearing off my vocabulary, inverting me into an equation sputtering
abomination
of
fear
-just want to be liked
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The World's New Order?
David Billings

Many say that our world changed on 11 September
2001. This leaves open the question as to whether the
terrorist attacks are a cause, symptom, or sign of
change. However, we would do well to resist the
temptation of reducing complicated historical processes
to single representative events. Among other things, this
undercuts our ability to react thoughtfully to the new
challenges facing us.
We cannot understand or respond to the events of that
day until we adopt a broader perspective to examine the
historical trends that long preceded the attacks and
continue into the foreseeable future. Many such trends
should be examined. I will highlight only one. Social
philosopher Jurgen Habermas suggests that we are in
transition to a 11 postnational 11 world. He means that the
focus of international power is moving away from
traditional nation-states. In a myriad of ways that I cannot
explain here, nation-states are weakening and
transnational organizations (from multinational
corporations to international terrorist rings) are rising in
strength and influence. The very structure of national
identity is in flux. However, it is far from clear what sort of
world this will be. I believe (with Habermas) that
postnational globalization has both opportunities and ·
dangers. Difficult choices confront us.
It may seem mistaken to call the world after the attacks
postnational. After all, the reaction in the U.S. has been a
revival of old-fashioned nationalism. Indeed, the present
administration is exploiting this mood to support an
unprecedented unilateral war against Iraq. (This stance
would not have been politically feasible before the
terrorist attacks.) Ironically, this supports my point.
International law is based upon the community of
nations. Just as the citizens of a single nation live
together as a political community under national law, so
the nations of the world must live together under
international law. Thus the cynicism and contempt of
U.S. policy towards international law is a symptom of the
postnational situation. The U.S. appeals to international
law, U.N. resolutions, and the like when doing so seems
to be within U.S. interests. It ignores them when
inconvenient. The U.S. no longer sees itself as one
nation among others, subject to the rules of a community
of nations. It sees no reason to wait for the consensus of
allies, the Arab states surrounding Iraq, or justification
through international organizations. It has become

something more than a mere nation. The countries that
cannot withstand its direct or indirect pressure have
become something less. In some ways, the U.S. is
transforming itself from a (relatively) democratic nation
into an oligarchical world state. We are moving in the
direction of a world in which everyone must submit to
U.S. power and U.S. interests. But only a few are allowed
to take part in governing that power.
How should we respond? First, we need to think very
carefully about the postnational situation that confronts
us. This thought should not be mere ivory tower
speculation, but a kind of thinking that can direct critical
yet hopeful action. Secondly, we should cultivate a sense
of cosmopolitanism - world citizenship - in ourselves
and those around us. This is difficult because the world
is a big place and human community requires concrete
interaction. Yet the belligerency of U.S. policy would not
be possible if its citizens saw themselves as part of a
larger community that should govern through consensus.
The Christian faith has resources for fostering
cosmopolitanism that we should exploit. Finally, we
should exercise our rights of protest and dissent. To
neglect these rights in a time of crisis is to risk losing
them. Terrorism produces fear, and fear can lead to
preemptive violence and lost freedom . The Christian
alternative is to act together in hope, cooperating with
God's redemptive work.
I conclude this essay with some reflections that
perhaps would be unnecessary if this issue did not raise
such strong passions. I have attempted to briefly
articulate my position. I have not defended it. I have not
considered objections against it. While I think that the
most common objections are easily answered, other
objections are more thorny. This is a difficult issue. I
could be deeply mistaken in my judgments. Christians
may sincerely disagree with my position for thoughtful
reasons. Those who agree with me should not question
the sincerity or moral character of all who disagree. (My
own strong words should not be taken in this way.)
Likewise, those who support current U.S. policy should
reject the poisonous suggestion that criticizing that policy
is to be on the side of terrorists. We should continue the
difficult task of discussing this issue honestly and
forcefully, but with mutual respect and a willingness to
learn from each other.
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Jessie Lair/ Shoe/oil on board/11x14
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Michelle Vondiziano/paint study/oil on canvas/33x39
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My Dad & my summer
Ted Fackler

Daddy said come over
So brother and i did
Spending the night fishing and fighting
And sometimes on Saturday dad would take us to the derby
Where the orange car would always bang the blue one
And the old men would get out and shake their fists at each other
Then, some nights, dad would get drunk
And we'd have to carry his heavy body inside the house
And splash water on the fire out back.
Mom said he was a jerk and a "terrible father" she would scream
"And don't listen. He's got nothing but cuss words and stupid shit to say."
But i loved my dad, and those weekends that my brother and i would see him
And be with him
But then one summer he stopped calling us
The summer dragged on and on and i'd have crazy dreams at night
Of all the fish jumping in the lake, laughing at me
All the fish that i wasn't catching
And once and a while i thought of my dad
And of what he was doing
And of what he had gotten himself into this time.
Throwing stones one day i began to think
About how everything in the world seemed backwards
And how all the good people in the movies never got anything good
But all the bad people would get away with the fast cars
And they'd always look nice doing it, in tux and white shirt, never dirty
And i remember thinking that i had lost something
i wasn't the same anymore, and i remember that day perfectly
It was a wednesday,
Dad stepped in front of a car.
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Lee Bolt/Acorns and Photo #2/silver gelatin print/i0x10
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Tiffany Leighton/Surreal i /scanned negative·
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A Small Case of Ergative Poems
James Vanden Bosch

I. Love Poem
When love awakened,
His will caught on her will,
Bent, buckled.
For him, the past changed,
Altered, broke, and closed down.
His life centered on new realities;
His old world finished,
And a new one began:
Love awakened, and a new world began.
II. Petition (with apologies to Auden and Kenyon)
Let the day close down, the sun adjourn;
Let the work of the moon commence;
Let the light of the stars adjust in the heavens.
Let leaves blow, quiet and soft.
Let darkness broaden
And clear lines blur.
Let the day close down.

Ill. Imprecation
May agonies accumulate:
May skin char and blister,
Lungs constrict,
Teeth grind,
Bones break,
Flesh bruise,
Thoughts coarsen,
Mind boggle.
May miseries increase.
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On October 3, 2002, Dialogue interviewed Professor
Miroslav Volf, a theologian from Yale University visiting
Calvin College as the guest speaker for the Stob
Lectures, October 2-4. The questions revolved around
issues of violence and identity, and the role of memory
in identity construction. He was interviewed by Mike van
Eerden.
Dialogue: I understand that you were born in Croatia and
that you were teaching there during the war...
Miroslav Volf: That's right.
D: Did your teaching often force or invite you to talk about
the war and take a definite stance on it?
MV: Well, the question of war, and to what extent the
Christian community ought to engage or participate in war
was very much on the forefront of people's attention, and it
was especially significant because for the most part I think
it's true to say that Free Churches, to which I belonged in the
former Yugoslavia and Croatia, were more or less advocating
a pacifist position before the war started. During the war,
they felt compelled to abandon that position, probably less in
an argued and intelligent way than out of sheer necessity, as
they perceived it-to defend themselves from an
overpowering enemy. I think one of the central questions
that was discussed, and needed to be discussed, was the
long debate about a 'just war' theory, and the second and in
some sense more basic question: what is the primary seat
of a Christian's loyalties? It almost seemed that in a situation
of war, Nation becomes a primary object of loyalty, and other
loyalties seem to be subsumed under that loyalty. That
certainly is a problematic move to make within the Christian
tradition, where we claim that God is the ultimate object of
our loyalty-and I think that question of loyalty is probably
the most fundamental question that always should be raised
when nation comes to the brink of war or is attacked. I think
it's a live question also today, here in the United States, with
the possible war on Iraq. Is our thinking about that issue
governed primarily by security reasons? Or does our loyalty
to the one God impinge in major ways on our decision
making, and shape our decision making on that question?
D: In your book Exclusion and Embrace you end by
discussing the presence of violence in the world and the fact
that Christians cannot escape this presence. In what way
and to what extent, if at all, must the Christian be willing to
submit to violence inflicted on him or her? Are Christians as
Christians ever called upon to commit violence, and if so, to
what extent?
MV: Well, my position, and a position I have taken in
Exclusion and Embrace, and a position I continue to take, is
that Christians are called primarily to follow the crucified
Christ, and therefore (should not take upon themselves, but
rather) should suffer violence instead of inflicting it on others.
But often the choice is not between I inflicting violence or
another person inflicting violence on me. Often it is a
question of alternative strategies of fighting evil, rather than
inflicting violence. And I think that's what Christians ought to

be about: rather than living in a world in which I hit you or
you hit me, I find creative ways in which violence can be
deflected, and in which we can find win-win solutions where
violence does not need to take place. I realize that in some
situations violence is inescapable, and things are definitely
complicated when what is at stake is simply not only the life
of one person who may act or not act, but rather when third
persons are involved,or a number of innocent people are
involved. A position I have taken in my book, and I still hold
it, is something like this: there are situations where, in the
world of evil, Christians will have to engage in acts of
violence in order to prevent violence being inflicted upon
others. When they do so, however, they ought not think that
they are following in the footsteps of the Crucified.
D: It seems that violence is closely tied with ideas of identity.
Is it possible to face other people without instinctively trying
to reaffirm our own beliefs or even our own individual
identity? Does this necessarily involve a certain violence?
MV: I would not say that reaffirming our own identity is a
negative thing. There are negative ways in which one can
reaffirm one's identity, that's clear, but reaffirmation of
identity, or to use another language, boundary maintenance,
is not a negative endeavor. In order to have a world of
differences, you have to have boundaries. In order for there
to be folks who speak different languages, who belong to
different cultures, there must be boundaries, because
different peoples, different cultures, are constituted by those
boundaries. If differences are needed, then maintenance of
those differences is also important, and therefore in an
encounter with the other person, I would not see it as a
negative if I see my own identity affirmed and stabilized. It's
a question of simply whether that's the only thing I do in an
encounter with the other. If it's the only thing that happens,
I'd be worried.
D: Okay, I was worried I wouldn't get this one question in
that a friend of mine who is a social worker gave me. She
asks, "Do we fail God when out of respect and love for
people of other cultures or religions (for instance, on social
work projects around the world) we do not try to convert
them?"
MV: I'm not assured that converting others is properly our
task. When I look in the New Testament, in the Acts of the
Apostles, in the early Church, I see there God adding souls,
not Peter and John converting folks. That's a very important
difference. Conversion is not a Christian act by a Christian.
It is an act of the Holy Spirit. Now, that releases me from the
pressure to make the other person change their opinion,
therefore to exert a kind of ... maybe not "violence," but
pressure upon another person, a pressure that might be
combined with a certain carrot ... possibly with certain sticks
also, right... It's a pressure, and it won't entail certain kinds
of violence. And then if the job of conversion is not mine, but
God's. So I don't think we fail God at all when we do not try
to convert other people. I think we would be faithful to God if
we didn't do it. Now, I think we would fail God if we failed to
witness-especially if we failed to witness in situations when
other people want to know what it is that we believe. I think if
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we are careful and if we are attentive to the needs of the
persons and the integrity of the persons we encounter, I
think we owe it to them, in a humble way, to tell them what
we believe and why we believe, as well as also listen to what
they believe and have them tell us why they believe. That
exchange about what we believe is part and parcel of the
dialogue between people, a dialogue which is not simply,
"Let's try to find a way that we can live together," but a
dialogue which is also about truth. Truth is at stake. That is
why religions matter to us, partly because it's not just my
preference. It's not like you like Mexican food and I like
Italian, and fine, you order Mexican, I'll order Italian, and
we're happy. Religions make truth claims, and those truth
claims have to be adjudicated and engaged with. We pay
respect to others when, in a respectful way, we talk to them
about what we believe and why, as well as listen to what they
believe and why.

D: This may or may not be clear, but it seems like what you
are saying is that outside Christianity the spirit of God could
be extremely vibrant, and vital, and that there could be points
of contact where other people could have understood the
spirit of God in such a way that they can teach us, who claim
to have the Word of God.
MV: Yeah, I do believe that the spirit of God is not limited by
the walls of the church, that the spirit of God is active in the
whole world, and therefore that we cannot go anywhere
without already encountering ... wherever we go, we find a
space that is already occupied by the Holy Spirit and the
work of the Holy Spirit. We and the whole of humanity open
ourselves in various ways to the work of the Holy Spirit, so
clearly we can learn something from others. This doesn't
mean that one would necessarily say that all views are
equally acceptable or justified. There is rough parity
between them that seems to me to say you can't say that.
Only in the encounter can you make that kind of assertion.
But that we can presume that God was active also where the
Christian faith has not yet taken root, I think that, certainly,
we can assume, and that we can learn also form others, that
too I think we can assume.

D: The topic of your talks for the Stob Lectures revolves
greatly around memory, the art of remembering. I'm
wondering, how do you go about remembering the past in a
way that doesn't simply support your identity, but in a way
that is truthful, as you say?
MV: Well, I think one has to have a commitment to
truthfulness, and truthfulness means having a commitment
to something that is outside one's own interests, in
something that can go against one's interest. I think the
commitment to truthfulness is a commitment to the good of
the other as well as of oneself, and it's this kind of
commitment: that it is born out of the will to live together with
the other. That is, essentially, we are going to remember
rightly. But I think more needs to happen than just remember
truthfully. There are also sometimes truthful memories
which, precisely because they are truthful, are so terribly
painful. So the problem does not lie in that you remember
truthfully, but that you remember all too truthfully, and the
wound is opened over and over again. In that case we need

to have something like therapeutic uses of memory: how
does one remember and, in the process of remembering,
come to a healing of this wound? There is something also
that I like to call "exemplary memory." You may heal your
wounds, that's fine-but you still may not have learned a bit
from what has happened to you as to how you treat other
people. So you stabilize your identity, you know how to
function, but then tomorrow you go do something like that to
somebody else. Hence, I think we need to look at something
like the use of memory: how the memory of past evil serves
or allows us to draw lessons for the future uses of memory,
so that the experienced suffering would lead us to fight
oppression at any place where oppression might be taking
place. Ultimately, for that, you need a larger framework in
which to place your memories, and that larger framework I
think is the story of Jesus Christ. Because even for
exemplary memories, though it is essentially 'to draw lessons
from memory,' still the problem is not that we do not draw
lessons, but that we draw wrong lessons from memories. So
you say, well, I've suffered injustice, so now I will go fight
against injustice. But it doesn't tell you how to fight injustice.
You may well conclude that you have to fight injustice, but
that it is in the world where not justice matters, but power.
And so you must do all you can to forestall violence, and
even if that means you yourself acting unjustly. The
experience of injustice does not teach you to fight injustice
with justice. It may teach you that in the world in which the
big fish eat the small fish, you better strike first so that you
may prevent violence happening to you. Therefore I think we
need the larger ethical framework in which to situate also the
exemplary memory framework. For me as a Christian, that
framework is provided with the story of Jesus Christ, which is
what we celebrate. When we celebrate the Eucharist, we
remember Christ who was crucified and who was raised.

D: In Exclusion and Embrace you write, "In a profound
sense, truth is not a thing of this world, as people would have
it. Rather, truth is a power from a different world. The
instrument of this power is not violence but witness. What is
the task of a witness?-to tell what she has seen or heard.
Her obligation is to tell it the way it was-to point to the truth,
not to produce the truth . ... The witness exists only to be
transparent. Speaking of himself, Jesus claims we testify to
what we have seen. He spoke the truth about what he had
heard from God. A witness unseduced by the lure of power
strives not to put anything of her own to her speech. Not
seeking her own glory, she strives to point precisely to what
is not her own. There is no better summary of Jesus'
mission as a witness than the statement: 'My teachings are
not mine, but His who sent me. 111 If that's the framework of
Jesus' life as a witness, and it's about being transparent and
pointing to what we do not have, it seems like there's a sort
of dualism or at least a tension here: between what you were
saying earlier about the 'maintaining of boundaries,' and then
this seemingly 'utter self-effacement' for the sake of the truth.
MV: Well I take it like this: So you are a witness to truth, and
qua witness, your function is not to pursue your own
interests, but to tell as you saw it, wherever the chips may
fall. What ultimately you hope and think is that being the
witness to the truth is more in your interests than pursuing
continued on next page
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live in truth, and part and parcel of of your responsibility in
relationship to others is to live in truth in relation to others.
Therefore I take it that it is in your interests. You are
stabilizing your identity as a Christian precisely by being
concerned for the truth. What you are not doing is pursuing
your interests irrespective of the interests of others, or
irrespective of questions of justice, questions of truth. But I
don't see that interest in the truth prevents you from having
any concern about your own boundaries.

D: Is it possible for somebody in a conflict to realize the truth
of a situation?
MV: Well, it's certainly difficult. Commitment to truth is a
commitment that we know we can never completely satisfy,
but nonetheless a commitment is important because it
obliges us to move forward, to revisit situations from one
angle, from a different angle, especially if challenged by the
other side, because we want to know what actually
transpired. That commitment to truth actually builds us in
relationship. Now it's true that in the situation itself it's most
difficult to have such a commitment. So the conflict situation
as such is not a time to nurture commitment to truth;
commitment to truth is nurtured from the way we raise our

children, from the way we educate our people, the way we
maintain our culture as culture, and our identity as individual
persons is a cultural task, to elevate the value of the
commitment to truth for the social value, so that in a conflict
situation you can fall back on certain sensibilities and habits
you have formed outside the conflict situation. I think that's
what Christian service, Christian worship, is called in part to
do ... to nurture a willingness to face the truth even when the
truth isn't pleasant. After all, what else is the talk about
repentance but precisely that: you've done something. Your
responsibility is to face up to it, to face the truth of the matter,
and recognize the truth of the matter, and moreover it is
possible for us to do that because we can always speak that
truth about ourselves, and the truth about us can be spoken,
in the context of grace. We don't have to fear about our
identity or ourselves. No truth about ourselves is stronger
than the love of God for ourselves. God is greater than our
conscience, whatever our conscience may tell us. Even
when our conscience is true. That is a freeing experience,
which frees one for the truth. Truth sets us free, but in order
for truth to set us free, the grace of divine love has to make
us capable to see the truth, and to recognize it as such.

D: Professor Volt, thank-you very much for your time.

Josh Speyers/Our History is if1 e Summer of 1982/pencil on paper/8.5x1 O
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Bert de Vries/Honesty Leads to Deliverance
Sally de Vries/Traditional Palestinian village pendant, ca 1850

the bouquet
The vase is a spent artilary shell collected from a
Golan Heights battlefied in October 1973. A
Damascus copper-work artist inscribed it with a
slogan in Arabic, which, losely translated, means:
"Kind deeds are the basis for peace."
The dead crab apples and spent coneflowers are a
bouquet I kept in my ofice starting in October 2001 to
mourn the dead of New York, Afghanistan and
everywhere violence has occured since. I added the
red lobelia sprig to symbolize the hope of those who
still live.
the pendant
The fish, done in filigree silver, is part of the
traditional pendant jewelry worn by the women of
Palestine's Arab villages. Though a traditional
symbol of Christ, the fish may be worn by Muslim or
Christian women. The crucifix makes this piece
uniquely Christian, and testifies to the continuity of
Christianity in the towns of Palestine from first
century to the present.
Its representation in this photograph says to me:
From suffering there comes hope.
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Blatantly Buscemi
Tamara Goodrich

There's this guy I'm looking at
And he looks like that one guy,
Who always plays the psycho side-kick,
With dark hair and weird bulgy eyes-You know, the Tarantino favorite.
But this guy, in the coffee shop,
He looks like him, well only from
The side, but he has the short
Stringy hair, and big eyes--maybe
His nose, but definitely "the smile"
You know the one, the way all the
Skin around his cheeks and mouth
Dimple up with pessimism, and
He'll either roll his eyes and shake the head,
Or he'll say one of those cool, sarcastic, queer
One-liners
And always to someone who thinks
He's real cool-Like the typecast heroic validated jerk.

untitled
Peter Berghoef

zero
one
two
three
four
five
six
seven

And this quick wit-This visionary for expressing juksta position
Reminds me of Michael.
And I can see the wind up,
And the pitch, and
His face crackles from the spark he self ignighted-And I have to laugh
Because some of the genus spilled out of his head
And is turning the moment into one of those times,
You know, that will be a secret little joke,
And later one of you will start, and the other will finish
The random exquisite phrase, and everyone else
In the car, or room, or at the table
Will look at you like you're crazy,
And you'll laugh
even harder.

eight
nine
ten
eleven
lots of girls are pretty
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Who is Tommy Hilfiger?
The Literature Classroom After The Family Reunion
Thomas B. Phulery

You'll have to forgive me; I'm just back from the family reunion season. You know, the noisy
potluck where people ask "Well, how's it going" and expect at least some stab at an answer.
Here's what I noticed about the answers: virtually all of them were about money. It was a
designer reunion this year.
The son had just built a bigger house; the boat is a 300 horsepower; the perks in the new
job include a ski lodge in Aspen and stock in Big Blue. The kids are fine because they're pulling
in the bucks, amassing innumerable toys, and assuming powerful positions. Satisfied folks
leaning back in Tommy and Polo wear, well-fed, and on top of the heap. All is well. That's the
first hour of the reunion.
Then things settle in. Chicken and baked beans stuffed away, paper plates piled in trash
cans, and children quieted by potato salad stupor, the conversation turns to illness and woe.
Despite everything going "just fine, 11 it seems that everyone has been near death in one way or
another since last August. Close calls on the interstate, cancer diagnosed or feared,
mysterious illnesses and accidents threatening to undermine our time with the toys, our
enjoyment of the new screened in patio, our making it to retirement in the new job. Belts
loosened and Tommy untucked, we get closer to the truth of things.
Then the bad news flows. She has threatened to leave him. The nephew is messing with
drugs, and the cousin has trouble with the law. When we finally get down to it, things are
breaking up in lives all around us, and the truth emerges about the time we fold up the lawn
chairs for the ride home. All the way up the interstate in fear and trembling. Next year it might
be me and mine.
The juxtaposition between family gatherings and the beginning of a new season in the
literature classroom is marvelous. My cousins' woes remind me of the slings and arrows we all
must face--even these bright-eyed students who look up at me from behind their plastic
wrapped, over-priced literature anthology on the first day. They are going to need these
warnings, these props, these glimpses into life's many sides. They wear Tommy too.
I'll tell them about Robert Frost's theory that poetry, which "begins in delight, ends in
wisdom, a clarification of life. 11 But they won't believe me. They can't imagine reading insights
about relational strains and career failures and encroaching death. They probably haven't yet
stayed through a whole family reunion and thought through the long ride home.
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Dialogue Contributor
-Faculty/Staff/Student
-Area of Study
-Statement about the contributors, their work in
Dialogue, the nature of art, or life in general.
Aaron Bandstra [5]
-Student
-Pre-architecture (art & geology)
Depictions and manipulations of the human form can be
provocative and often elicit a strong response - I tried
combining this with metal to question what is left of man in
the wake of a mechanized world.
Peter J. Berghoef [26]
-Student
-English
-This is practically the only poem I've written in a very long
time. I enjoy its simplicity; perhaps you will as well.
David Billings [15]
-Faculty
-Philosophy Department
-Writing this essay is my attempt to find a broader
perspective to view the terrorist attacks, in a way intended
to motivate critical thought about issues that have become
difficult to approach critically because they are now so
sensitive and painful. Yet decisions now being made are of
such importance that we need to risk aggravating that
sensitivity if we are at all concerned about the claims of
justice.
Lee Bolt [19]
-Student
-Art, emphasis on ceramics and photography
-The image was made by placing acorns on top of a preexisting image. The purpose is to make the viewer believe
that they are looking at a pile of acorns, when they are not.
It is a deception.
noah paul borgondy [6]
-student, senior
-english major/ religion minor
-Simone Weil says that if you want to hear someone talk
about God, you don't listen to them talk about God. You
listen to them talk about everyday life. I think that's a good
way to write stories - if it's your voice, and if you are
honest, then the truth will be there, in some form or
another, in the everyday life.
Kevin Buist [8]
-Student
-Undeclared
-This is an image of my dad. I printed a digital photo of
him on an inkjet printer, then got the print wet.
Nate Carpenter [7]
-Student (Jr.)
-English (Literature & Writing)
-I believe that I lack sufficient wit to write about vast and
profound subjects, so I tend to elaborate on the mundane.
'Overexposure,' like most of my poetry, is only a sketch, a
brief glimpse into something that has captured my
imagination for reasons I can't explain.

bu tors

September/October

2002

Kasarian Dane [29]
-Faculty, Art Department
-Painting, drawing
The idea for these images came from watching people
interact in front of my paintings at various art openings and
seeing the paintings, the focus of all my solitary efforts in
an isolated studio, reduced to a colorful back ground for
social interaction. While at first this seemed problematic, I
began to be interested in how the paintings framed the
human interaction and how the human interaction changed
the paintings. The color of the paintings shift as people
with different colored clothing (or hair) stand in front of
them. People in front of the paintings also crop out areas
of the flat, rectangular color and become silhouetted
against the saturated hues. The contents of the paintings
also seem to shift depending on who is standing in front of
them: a security guard makes them seem authoritarian
and serious, while a punk rocker with red dread locks
makes them appear more alternative and subversive.
I love color. On one level, the paintings I make are simple
exercises in color interaction. On another level I think of
the work as a search for perfection: I search for the ideal,
perfect two colors to place next to each other (each
painted aluminum panel) and attempt to situate these
colors next to two more colors that complement them
perfectly (the next painted panel or panels on the wall).
The paintings, painted and repainted by hand multiple
times, rearranged endlessly in the studio, and never quite
completed to my satisfaction, fall short of perfection.
Similarly, the social interaction that happens between the
colors of the paintings also does not reach the level of
perfect love. None the less, I continue to search for the
perfect color interaction and, for some, the effort still
remains to love.
Bert de Vries [25]
-Faculty, History Department
-Ancient to Modern Midle East and classical history and
archaeology.
-I see objects, buildings and surface decorations as
deliberately constructed symbolic statements of identity
and relationships; or, as a Dutch anthropologist recently
put it, "cultivated illusions." I love to photograph buildings,
graffiti, propaganda posters, people in context, and also
flowers - God's cultivated illusions.
Sally de Vries [25]
-Alumna
-Palestinian and Jordanian Village costumes and customs
-The locally produced designs on jewelry and in costume
embroidery I study are joyful and prideful expression of the
local identity of Palestinian women. My studies are a small
effort to resuscitate these visual symbols of selfworth and
uniqueness, which, unfotunately, are being eradicated by
the rude forces of violent conflict and mass dislocation.
(Sally and Bert de Vries have been active in the Arab world
together for the past 35 years.)

Ted Fackler [18]
-Student
-Political Science
-"We have all been expelled from the garden, but the ones
who suffer most in exile are those who are still permitted to
dream of perfection" (Stanley Kunitz)
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Ben Giudice [12]
-Student-Sophomore
-Engineering Major, Business and Math minors
-For me, art has always been the balance between careful
design and raw feeling. I often tend to err too much on the
side of design, but Man of 2 Minds was almost entirely
feeling--it was tough for me to leave it raw and unrevised.
Tamara Goodrich [26]
-Student, senior
-Visual Communications major
-I've always been a sucker for detail, texture, and
personality. I write alot about little magical things, about
the beauty in moments, and the beauty in people. It's a
blessing when you find a moment with someone and your
spirits dance together, that is beautiful.
Matthew Hall [7]
-Student
-Classical Studies/History
-A verbal self-portrait of the soul, written at a time when I
felt less than fully human. Depression can be a powerful
muse, but a dangerous one.
b.h. [9]
-Student
- I am focusing on Elementary education and enjoy writing,
working, and time with friends.
Jessie Lair [16]
-Student
-Painting/Drawing
-This painting came about because I was looking through
a cupboard and found a couple of old, random objects and
started to play around with them. Although there really is
no deep, hidden meaning, this painting was incredibly fun
to create because I had no idea how it would end up.
Tiffany Leighton [20]
-Senior
-History Major
-After spending thousands of dollars on my major what will
I do? Plans and skills point to the Chinese film industry.
Or maybe run a cafe near where this photograph was
taken in Houhai, Beijing, PRC.
Adam Petty [9]
-Student, sophomore
-English
-To be vaguely Platonic, a good poem is a particular thing
in which the universal resides.

Josh Speyers [24]
-Student
-Undeclared
Andy Stob [14]
-Student
-Philosophy, Art
-I would encourage everyone to shave outside. It doesn't
have to be for a long time, but at least then they'd know.
Chad Terpstra [4]
-Student
-Art and Communications (Film)
-The title of this image (as written on the back) was simply
called "Lights of a different Nature." to indicate that A.)
there were two seperate light scources, both very different;
and B.) the content of the photo is Nature (forest). Hence
the complex and remarkably clever play on words... It was
taken this summer outside the dorms at Glacier Park
Lodge in East Glacier, Montana. It's interesting to me that
so many people like this one because I am slightly RedGreen color-blind, so I don't get the full experience my own
photo has to offer... Truly a story of tragedy.
William J. Vande Kopple [1 O]
-Faculty, English Department
-I'm a professor of English, teaching courses in language
and language education. This is my 23rd year here. I had
an interesting thought yesterday.
James Vanden Bosch [21]
-Faculty, English Department
-Grammar; Irony; and Literary Genres
-I'm studying the so-called ergative verbs in English, and in
these three poems I've tried to determine what kind of
music can be played with those instruments.
Alison Vander Woude [28]
-Student
-French & Studio Art
-This piece is a beginning of a three part series dealing
with color and the experience of an atmosphere in a space
that is interrupted by unidentified objects
Michelle Vondiziano [17]
-Student
-Art History and Studio Art
-It's all about color.
Helena Wunderink [13]
-Student

Thomas B. Phulery [27]
-Faculty curmudgeon
-Laboring in obscurity to embrace the given. At work on a
major study of Emily Dickinson's third lines.
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